

















































































































 























 





























 























































































































 

 






























 

 
































































 









 

 



 






 





































 







































































 
























































 




















































































 











 







 











 

  

























 





















 



















   





















 




































 















































































 




 
























































































































  




 




 







 





















































 

 

 

 

 



 















 



























Notes
a. The refrigerant charge mentioned in the technical data  not includ 

unit and the refrigerant pipe.
b. The amount of the additional refrigerant charge depends on the diameter and length of the liquid 

refrigerant pipe .
c. Record the additional refrigerant charge for future maintenance.
 1). Calculation of the Additional Refrigerant Charge

( ).

This information is needed to determine the 
correct final charge.

Model#
Shortest Safe Longest Safe Maximum tubing Maximum tubing (+/ oz per

outside safe range
4TXM6518A1020BA** 33 66 66 16 0.2

4TXM6524A1030BA** 49 98 230 33 0.2

4TXM6530A1040BA** 66 132 230 33 0.2

4TXM6536A1040BA** 82 135 230 33 0.2

4TXM6542A1050BA** 98 164 230 33 0.2
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S  chematic diagram being   reference only   (outdoor unit is   with variation  )  ,  

p  lease refer to real product for authentic information.  

valve cover 

Space to the wal l 

Space to the ceiling 

Space to the wall 

Space to the wall 

Air outlet side 
Space to the floor 

Above 
Above 

5.9 in. Above 5.9 in. Above

11.8in. Above

19.7 in. Above

Above 

Space to the obstruction 

Air outlet side 

Space to the wall 

Air inlet side 

The dimensions of the space necessary for correct 
installation of the appliance including the minimum 
permissible distances to adjacent structures 

5.9 in.

66
in.

118.1 in.
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Installing Additional Indoor units, refer to Their Specific Installatoin Manual:
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